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Abstract: This paper describes new hardware conception of the control system of Arduino based 

RepRap Low-Cost 3D printer. Firstly, there is slightly introduced the general structure of the con-

trol systems of these printers. Then the main attention is paid to design of the new stepper driver 

module in addition with some new innovative features. It needs to be noted that paper is oriented 

only to hardware point of view, not to software implementation. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This article is aimed to a very frequently adverted topic in nowadays to low-cost 3D printers using 

Fused Deposit Modeling printing technology. Most of these low-cost printers use an Arduino-based 

control system, with some kind of additional electronic circuits composed of power electronics and 

other auxiliary analog and digital circuits. These circuits could be called "interface" because they 

are some kind of intermediary between CPU and peripherals of the printer. Some of these interfac-

es are developed with non-professional sense and goings especially those published under open 

source license, what can cause unreliability during own printing. The unreliability of 3D printers, 

which can print one object for a couple of hours or days, is impermissible. Printing time and there-

fore requirements for reliability is more important with increasing of building area. Greater build-

ing area was the second reason to make the innovation of 3D printer control system. Increasing 

builder area also requires greater demands for printing speed and consequently for drives. In pro-

posed new conception is used one of the most powerful application specific integrated circuits for 

stepper motor control usually available on the market. The new control system is also designed 

with respect to complex functions like printing of two materials or three color simultaneously and 

others. The article reflects only hardware design and realization, not modification and implementa-

tion of the control software, what will be certainly needful for full implementation of some new 

additional features. 

2 GENERAL LOW-COST 3D PRINTER CONTROL SYSTEM CONCEPT 

Only a few words about low-cost 3D printer control system structure. On following Figure 1 is de-

picted the general basic structure of control system of Arduino based printers. Most of the low-cost 

3D printer are "Arduino based", especially the open source ones. It means that the brain of the con-

trol system is Arduino. Directly physically in contact between control and printing stuff is “inter-

face”. 

 

Figure 2: Control system structure 
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This article is primarily dedicated to the hardware design of this interface. The interface is complex 

electronic circuit consist of all kind of electronics. Those are main drivers for stepper motors, pow-

er switches to utilize heaters and fans. On the other side, controlling of a 3D printer requires pro-

cessing some analog and digital signals obtained from own printing process so it requires also sev-

eral circuits to processing signals. Other required electronic is also auxiliary power supplies for all 

sub-components and strong power bus to supply all power modules. As implies from Figure 3, 

there are two possible ways how to feed embedded control system by G-code. One way is in real 

time over a serial line, secondly is the batch of instruction saved on some memory medium like SD 

card of USB flash [1]. 

3 DEFICIENCIES OF THE GENERALLY USED OPEN SOURCE INTERFACE 

The most known and used interface is RAMPs (RepRap Arduino Mega Pololu shield). It was de-

signed right for RepRap needs. Its advantages are a simple design, small dimensions, and really 

low price. It is also open source and everybody skilled easily could make it. But as usually, very 

low-cost design has some issues, which can cause unreliability mentioned in the introduction, 

namely: step down converters don’t contains flyback diodes, power transistors have not been 

properly placed on the PCB and also are driven directly from microcontroller’s output pin by level 

of 5 V. Also stepper driver modules haven’t got such good conception. The novel interface’s de-

sign proposed will solve these basic issues and brings new features and more professional solution.  

4 IMPROVEMENTS, INNOVATIONS, AND ADVANTAGES OF NEW INTERFACE 

Proposed interface definitely eliminates deficiencies mentioned before in Chapter 3, then brings 

some new conceptions and designs, such as new stepper driver modules with more powerful and 

more reliable integrated circuit, better subsystem arrangement to avoid EMI between individual 

parts, also better power management. It was placed a big emphasis on PCB design and for imple-

mentation of some precautions, for example, protection of digital and analog inputs. Finally, what 

is really new and innovative is software control of desired motor current and stepping algorithms 

allowing to the control software changing phase currents and stepping mode in real-time during 

printing. 

4.1 INTERFACE CONCEPTION 

Because interface becomes slightly complex during design, it was divided into several separate 

parts, according to their function. The main part called motherboard contains all submodules, ex-

cluded power modules. Every power module is on own board. Conception shall be rather apparent 

from following Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4:  Interface conception 

This design assumes, that 3D printer will be supplied from AC/DC power supply with output pow-

er up to 700 W when fully equipped and with the output voltage of 24 V DC. The Higher supply 

voltage for stepper motors means higher dynamics and higher torque in high speeds [2] so the inter-

face is designed to be supplied from 24 V DC therefore it is necessary to design several auxiliary 

power supplies to feed control electronic and the others. 
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4.2 STEPPER DRIVER MODULE DESIGN 

The main part of the driver is a specific integrated circuit, called stepper driver, which is dedicated 

to controlling two-phase bipolar stepper motor. These stepper drivers ICs have easy to use inter-

face, so it simplifies and reduces demands on CPU hardware and software. ICs consist of power 

output stage, control circuits, protection circuits and input logic. Its internal structure is presented 

in Figure 5. The main advantage of these drivers is that they cater the current loop control, which 

used to be very fast. ICs have two main digital inputs – step and direction. Direction input determi-

nates direction of the shaft rotation (CW or CCW), step input handles individual steps, so every 

step incoming causes one mechanical step of the motor shaft. Next, to these main digital inputs, 

there are binary inputs to configure excitation mode. It leads to that stepper could operate in full 

step, half step, ¼ step, up to 1/256 depending on IC type and manufacturer. Besides digital inputs, 

ICs also have analog inputs to set reference current. The current is defined by voltage level to this 

analog input. 

Instead of using weak stepper driver ICs in SMD packages like in RAMPs, which is suited prefera-

bly for an occasional valve or damper control rather than non-stop control of axis, it is used more 

powerful IC made in much better construction. It is TB6600HG from Toshiba. It could provide 4,5 

A (5 A peak) phase current and up to 42 V of the supply voltage. Micro-steps could be set up to 

1/16. The biggest advantage is that they are made in HZIP package, which is able to simply mount 

it directly to a traditional solid metal heatsink, what is recommended for power ICs like this. 3D 

model of axis driver module is presented on following Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: Model of axis stepper driver module 

4.3 REQUIRED NOMINAL STEPPER MOTOR TORQUE 

The designer of stepper motor gear must calculate required torque with some backup. Usually, it is 

recommended to design from one to two times higher torque than is required maximum torque. It 

means, that motor will be under loaded in most of the time. Required torque could be estimated 

with the aid of: 

 𝑇𝑚(𝑡) = 𝑇𝑑(𝑡) + 𝑇𝑠(𝑡) + 𝑇𝑓(𝑡) (1) 

Where Td is a dynamic compound of total torque, Ts is a static compound of total torque and Tf is 

compound caused by friction in bearings, gears, and belts. The value of friction torque is much 

smaller, so for the torque design, it could be omitted. Static torque in case of X, Y-axis is irrele-

vant, because printing process does not require any static linear force like CNC miller etc., so could 

be omitted as well. Requirements for Z-axis are different. Rather than high dynamics like in X and 

Y-axis, which leads to high incremental torque, it has to be kept in a stable static state and to be 

changed only one time per one horizontal layer, which generally leads to holding torque.  

Dynamic torque actually depends on the mass of moving parts, represented to rotation motion by 

inertia J, and chosen maximal linear acceleration, represented to rotation motion by angular accel-

eration ε. Mass of moving parts m and given linear acceleration a must be recalculated to rotation 

motion with simple equations to J and ε when the transmission is known. After omitting the rest 

compounds, the equation of desired nominal torque will be simplified: 
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 𝑇𝑚(𝑡) = 𝑇𝑑(𝑡) = 𝐽 ∙ 𝜀 = 𝐽 ∙
𝑑𝜔

𝑑𝑡
 (2) 

Therefore, from equation (3) and (4) implies, that motor's torque is required mainly during acceler-

ation and it must be at any instant higher than dynamic torque. If not, there is a big chance to loos-

ing steps. 

4.4 ABILITIES OF SOFTWARE STEPPER CONTROL  

Micro-stepping is excitation technique bringing the benefit that motor can operate with higher reso-

lution than is given by its mechanical design. Namely, if the basic step is 1.8° it means 200 steps 

per revolution, using micro-stepping e.g. 1/256 it can reach 256 times more steps – 51200 steps, 

which really increase the printer resolution. In addition, micro-stepping audibly decrease the level 

of generated uncomfortable sounds. However, it is less known, that micro-stepping dramatically 

decrease the incremental torque of the stepper motor. The tendency of torque decreasing using mi-

cro-stepping is presented in following Figure 7, obtained from source [3]. Stepper motors are most-

ly controlled in open loop because this ability is their biggest advantage. Control in the open loop 

means that control system does not have any feedback about actual position. 

Step 
Incremental 

torque 

 

1/1 100,00 % 

½ 70,71 % 

¼ 38,27 % 

1/8 19,51 % 

1/16 9,80 % 

1/32 4,91 % 

1/64 2,45 % 

1/128 1,23 % 

1/256 0,61 % 

Figure 7: Incremental torque decreasing caused by micro-stepping [3] 

The position is only calculated by the home position and known step size. The home position must 

be set using end stops every switching on the printer, by the operation called "homing". This is last 

moment when control system has a chance to detect position, after that it can only rely on calcula-

tions. A problem can occur, when the actual dynamic torque is greater than the nominal incremen-

tal torque of the stepper motor, even for a while. In this case, some steps could be lost forever. It 

means that calculated position from that moment will not be equal to actual position, because of 

abstention of any position feedback. Losing steps makes an accumulative error in position, which 

depreciates final product. Position then must be recalibrated by the new homing process, and the 

whole product must be made again from a base because it is not possible to recalibrate and contin-

ue with previous print. 

It is possible to say, that torque of stepper motor is adequate to phase current. In addition, torque is 

strongly dependent on exciting mode. Using micro-stepping technique will dramatically drop down 

the motor torque (Figure 7). Designed stepper driver offers software control of the phase current 

and excitation mode. So control software can handle these parameters in real-time during printing. 

In comparison, most of the conventional stepper drivers used in low-cost 3D printers have the only 

possibility to set the current and exciting mode by hardware potentiometer and jumpers and cannot 

be changed operatively on demand. These real-time control features could decrease backup factor 

in torque design or will allow higher dynamic moves. Ability to real-time software control of exci-

tation modes could bring benefits especially in non-extrusion moves, when the movement speed is 

required, rather than position accuracy. So for doing non-extrusion movements system can utilize 

steppers in full step, and use their nominal incremental torque. In the new stepper driver module 

desired current is controlled via digital potentiometer connected to the CPU using the I
2
C bus. Ex-

citation mode is set also over I
2
C using external GPIO expander because of a lot of required digital 

pins. Current and excitation of each axis driver could be changed individually because torque de-

mands in X and Y-axis could come in different instants. 
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Figure 8: Block diagram of designed stepper driver module with real-time stepper control  

5 CONCLUSION 

The article is considered to hardware realization of the new interface for Arduino based 3D printer 

control system. There were two main reasons, to innovate the interface. First of them was, that it 

will be used for the complex 3D printer with huge, enclosed and heated building area, so it leads to 

higher demands for movement system, and the 3D printer will be able to print three color objects so 

the printer has to utilize three extruders and three heated nozzles as well. Second reason was, that 

generally used interface in RepRap 3D printers RAMPs have many technical deficiencies. 

Next task in this project will be about software development, just to be able to use all newly im-

plemented features, mainly those with real-time stepper driver control.  

There are at least two possible ways of implementation the real-time stepper control. First way 

could be that all features will be implemented just directly in printer firmware – it requires some 

type of planner or queue of upcoming instructions because software has to know several instruc-

tions to the future, to prepare required current and changing the exciting mode. The second way of 

implementation those features is to create a new special G-code instruction, which will define re-

quired current and excitation mode. Then this feature will be implemented into the CAM prepro-

cessor and when it generates for example sequence for an arc, it will then add G-code instruction 

before and after it to modify reference current and excitation.  
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